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News Media; *Newspapers; *News Peportlng . TnPNTTFTvPS *India; Ownership ABSTPACT This study examined ,one specific problem connected with the ownership and cortent of the Indian press: Is there any significant difference between independent newspapers and conglomerate-controlled newspapers in the quantities of developmental, governmental, and poliXical news they present? The period of study was 1973, during which four daily newspapers representing three languages were examined. A sampling design was adapted for constructing an artificial year by taking t ,he tionday of 'he first week of January, Tulesday of the second week of February, Wednesday of the third week of March, and so or. through Saturday of the fourth week of December. The findings show that the four sample newspapers,-irrespective of ownership, devote more area to 'governmental and political news than to developmental news, i.e., newsii.hat deals with economic, social, and technological progress in developing nations, But the independent newspapers contain more developmental than governmental or political news, while the conglomerates have more governmental than developmental or political news. ( The results are presented in both table and narrative form.) (PB) *********************************************************,0********* Documents acquired by ERIC include many ,informal unpublished * materials not available from other' sources. ERIC makes every effort * * to obtain the best, copy available. Nevertheless, items of marginal% * * reproducibility are often encountered and this affects the quality * * of the microfiche and hardoppy reproductions FPIC makes available Broadoasting had already said that the leaking newspapers did not ( have a commitment to fundamentals for which the nation stood. The Commission, and later on, the Press Council pointed. oat that the press is not equal to India's social needs as it is in the hands of people who have no social commitment and whose major interests are profit -making and the promotion Of their industrial and business ventures.4 It has also been pointed out that the commercial-minded industrialist-proprietor, "completely innocent of, his social obligations eg Dr. John A. Lent, an expert in Asian mass media, has given me invaluable guidance in this project.
as a newspaperman," would choose to safeguard his financial interests and support government policies blindly since he depends on government's favor for obtaining industrial licenses.5
Many prominent persons in India believe that the press does mit devote any attention to major problems facing the country such as family planning, agricultural development'and other developmental needs of the country. In spite of its capaoitT to ,educate, the press does not educate or inform the people, but indulge in trivial newsmongering, the critics say. They also say that press gives too much space and / undue attention to political factions personal activities of government officials and ignores develo ental news.
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All these criticisms boil down this: the press in India is mostly owned 15y persons who have other Ustrial interests to promote and does not pay any attention to the vital problems facing the nation. Most scholars agree that development journalism is journalism relating to the projects and programs launched in an economically backward country to proVide certain minimum living standards to its people.
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A newspaper in a developing country ought to turn its attention quite frequently to various problems facing thit country instead of being obsessed with the idea of attaining certain journalistic standards relevant to economically welldeveloped nations of the world.
there are major problems facing India at the present time, such as agricultural development, family planning, housing,-rural and urban development, social change, and national integration, just to mention a few. A socially responsible press will turn its attention frequently to these problems and take a crusading attitude towards their solution.
Perhaps the Indian press is turning its attention to these problems. creation of job opportunities, problems of the educated unemployed, employment-oriented education, women's employment, problems of industrial, agricultural and other types of workers, workers' health, schemes for the betterment of working coAditions ih factories and other places of work, occupational safety, indIstrial hygiene, and occupational health;
6. familY planning:
propagation of the need for faMily planning, working of the programs already launched, plans for future programs, organizations working in ,the field, production of contraceptives, field workers and their problems; including protest marches, sit-downs, lock-outs, vandalism by political action, gheraos (the practice of surrounding an opponent in his home, office or other place of work and not permitting him to go out even for his primary physical needs).
In all there are 34 categories. The Unesco minimgm is 100 for 1000 persons.
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Having defined the universe, the question of relating it to the specific needs of the study arose. Since one purpose of the study has been to determine if there is any statistically significant difference between conglomerate dailies and independent dailies in the quantities building.
The three types of news -developmental, governmental, and political -are certain to appear in all newspapers, but the quantities of each type of news will differ.
Specific hypotheses
The specific hypotheses of this study are: In order to determine whether all newspapers in India have the same indifferent attitude to developmental news, a larger sample from the sixteen major languages of India should be taken up for analysis.
2.
It is necessary to analyze more independent newspapers and conglomerate-controlled newspapers to draw definite conclusions as to whether ownership is really responsible for the' indifference of newspapers to developmental problems.
3.
A cross-media study of developmental news content in radio, television, and daily newspapers of India is-recommended. 
